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Farming in Queen Elizabeth Park (QEP):
The statutory and strategic planning context
Introduction
At a public meeting with GWRC officers and councillors on 14 November 2015 questions were raised
about why farming occurs in Queen Elizabeth Park (QEP), and what mandate GWRC has for this
activity. This paper was compiled to address these questions.
Further questions were raised and comments made about farming in QEP in August 2017 by a
member of the public and Friend of Queen Elizabeth Park. The document was updated in response
with more detail about particular parts of the Reserves Act 1977 (RA) and then reviewed by lawyers
from DLA Piper. Additional questions related to:
- Lease or licence safeguards which protect flora and fauna
- The role of recreation reserves and freedom of entry to them
- The applicable sections of the RA for authorising farming and grazing activities
- Recreation and conservation activities as referenced by the RA.
The key points from this paper are that:






There is a long history of farming in QEP
There is a clear legal and regulatory framework that mandates this activity
The authorisation for grazing licences encompasses conditions relating to environmental
protection and public access
The Kapiti community was consulted on farming in QEP in 2012 through the Farming Review
and Sustainable Land Use Plan, and supported the continuation of grazing activities in the
park
Further research about broad community needs and interests for recreation activities in QEP
is planned.

For further information, many of the plans referenced below as background material are available
on the GWRC website.

QEP park management context
GWRC manages the park network within a planning and regulatory framework guided by legislation.
Recreation reserve classification - QEP is classified and managed as a recreation reserve under the
RA. Its unique landscape character with an extensive beach and dune system, wetlands, bushy areas
and open farm land offers visitors a variety of settings for a wide range of recreation activities. An
operational tramway and tramway museum adds to this character. Visiting the beach, trail based
activities (walking, cycling running) and picnics are the most popular activities for visitors.
Parks Network Plan (2011 amended 2016) (PNP) is the operative management plan for Queen
Elizabeth Park. It provides policy directions, rules for use and development and actions for
implementation. The PNP is supported by various operational plans such as Key Native Ecosystem
Plan, Annual Parks Operational Plan, and Sustainable Land Use Plan. Plans and management
decisions are informed by investigation and analysis, research and best practice in sustainable land
management.
Heritage framework - The Queen Elizabeth Park Heritage Framework 2012 identifies five themes;
‘natural’, ‘Maori’, ‘farming’, ‘military’ and ‘park’. The themes reflect the significant stories of human

occupation and use of the land over time, and the inherent natural values for preservation and
restoration.
Licenced land uses - a variety of licences are in place to facilitate recreation activities and ensure
long term sustainable land management. The reserves classification as a recreation reserve under
the RA enables GWRC to implement a range of management methods which may encompass grazing
activities (e.g. horses or farmed stock) if this is deemed locally appropriate.
Consistent approach throughout regional parks - this approach is consistent with the management
of other GWRC managed parks and reserves which may be classified under the RA as recreation,
scenic reserves, historic or other purposes. Other parks with farming operations managed under
licence arrangements include Battle Hill Farm Forest Park and Belmont Regional Park which are both
extensively farmed, and East Harbour Regional Park encompassing Baring Head where a grazing
licence is in place. The regulatory and planning framework determines use and development of
parks, implemented as resources are allocated.
Hierarchy of authority - the following table shows the variety of laws, regulations and planning
documents that flow from them to provide the mandate for farming in QEP.
Statutory Framework
Reserves Act 1977, Conservation Act 1987, Local Government Act 2002, Reserves Act 1977
Instrument of Delegations for Territorial Authorities 2013,Wildlife Act 1953, Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga Act 2014
Strategic Planning
GWRC Parks Network Plan 2011 (amended 2016)
Biodiversity Strategy 2011 - 2021
Regional Pest Management Strategy 2002-2022
Proposed Natural Resources Plan
Operational Planning
Annual Parks Operational Plan
QEP Sustainable Land Use Plan 2012
Key Native Ecosystem Plan for QEP 2014-2017
Queen Elizabeth Park Heritage Framework 2012

QEP Resource Statement 2007
Pest Management Strategy Operational Plan
Asset management plans, research reports, landscape master plans, conservation management
plans for historic heritage, resource statements, communication plans etc.
Standard operating procedures and guidelines eg protocols for spraying, health and safety
Funding
Monitoring, evaluation and reporting
Annual Report
Community & visitor surveys
Environmental Science monitoring
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Statutory framework of Queen Elizabeth Park
Background
The area known as Queen Elizabeth Park was originally crown land leased by the Wellington City
Corporation on 1 February 1953 for a term of 33 years.
In 1954 it was declared to be Queen Elizabeth Park Domain with the QEP Domain Board, and subject
to section 10 of the Reserves and Other Lands Disposal Act 1954. Special provisions identify the
purpose of the public domain to be developed and maintained for ‘recreational purposes.’ (NZ
Gazette No 58, 1954, page 490)
Section 10 of the Reserves and Other Land Disposal Act 1954 was repealed in 1990 by the
Conservation Law Reform Act 1990. (NZ Gazette No 31, 1990, page 474)
In August 1990, the reserve was classified as Recreation Reserve and Wellington Regional Council
was appointed to control and manage it in accordance with the RA- NZ Gazette 23 August 1990,
page 2983 and 9317187.1. The reserve remains vested in the Crown.
In 2009, the land (Lot 15 DP 5751) previously held for the purpose of State Highway by NZTA off
Poplar Avenue was added to the reserve and GWRC appointed to control and manage Lot 15 DP
5751.
Refer to Appendix 1 for copies of NZ Gazette notices. Refer to the QEP Resource Statement on the
GWRC website for further details of the history of formation of the park. Error! Hyperlink

reference not valid.
Questions about authority for issuing a grazing licence in a recreation reserve
The following comments and questions were raised by a member of the public in relation to the
Reserves Act and a response follows:
“Recreation Reserves are for people’s recreation, freedom of entry, preservation of natural and
historical values including flora, fauna and wildlife preservation, of those qualities that people
would enjoy and protection of water, soil and forests”.
“This section is about improvement of the land for recreation but GW are not doing that. The
lease shall include adequate safeguards to prevent the destruction of or damage to any
natural, geological, or other scientific features, or indigenous flora and fauna”.
“Section 73 seems to be the appropriate section to use. Its name “Leasing of recreation reserves for

farming…” is exactly what GW is doing. There is nothing in this section inconsistent with the farming
operation in QEP… This is the most logical section of the Act to establish an agreement to farm.
It provides for the prevention of the destruction of or damage to any natural, geological, or
other scientific features, or indigenous flora and fauna”.
“Unless farming is for recreation, it should not be made under this section. The section does
not include a reference to the prevention of the destruction of or damage to any natural,
geological, or other scientific features, or indigenous flora and fauna presumably because the
farm itself is a recreational asset and recreation has higher priority than conservation”.
“The license to farm is made under an inappropriate part of the Act and shows either an
intention to avoid the prevention of the destruction of or damage to any natural, geological, or
other scientific features, or indigenous flora and fauna, or it shows incompetence. Considering
the lucidity of S73 in name and details, the former reason must be considered more likely”.
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Provisions of the Reserves Act 1977
Classification
As a reserve held under the RA, the use of QEP is subject to the RA.
Section 16(8) of the RA provides that once a reserve is classified for a specific purpose, 'each reserve
shall be held and administered for the purpose or purposes for which it is classified and for no other
purpose.'
Section 40 of the RA is similar and requires the administering body to administer manage and
control the reserve in accordance with the provisions of the RA and to ensure the use and
enjoyment of it for the purpose for which it is classified.
The purpose of Recreation Reserves as defined by the RA is (section 17(1)):
‘For the purpose of providing areas for the recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare
and enjoyment of the public, and for the protection of the natural environment and beauty of the
countryside, with emphasis on the retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities,
including recreational tracks in the countryside’
With regard to this general purpose, every recreation reserve must be administered on the basis set
out in section 17(2) of the RA. This includes:





Maintaining public access (section 17(2)(a)), subject to such conditions and restrictions as the
Council considers necessary for the protection and general well-being of the reserve and
protection of the public using it.
Managing and protecting indigenous flora or fauna to the extent compatible with the primary
purpose of the reserve (section 17(2) (b)).
Conserving those qualities of the reserve which contribute to the pleasantness, harmony, and
cohesion of the natural environment and to the better use and enjoyment of the reserve
(section 17(2) (c)).
Maintaining its value as a soil, water and conservation area to the extent compatible with the
primary purpose of the reserve (section 17(2) (d)).

Management plans
Section 41 of the RA identifies the need for management plans. Section 41(3) identifies that plans
shall ‘provide for and ensure the use, enjoyment, maintenance, protection, and preservation, as the
case may require, and, to the extent that the administering body’s resources permit, the
development, as appropriate, of the reserve for the purposes for which it is classified and shall
incorporate and ensure compliance with the principles set out in section 17…’.
Section 41(4) of the RA identifies the need to maintain currency of management plans, keeping them
under ‘continuous review’ so that they adapt to ‘changing circumstances in accordance with
increased knowledge’.
The PNP is the key management plan for the QEP. It was adopted by GWRC in 2011 and
amendments made in 2012, 2014 and 2016. Park Bylaws (included in the PNP) were updated in July
2016. The preparation for an overall PNP review and update is underway and formal consultation
will occur in 2018. This review will provide an opportunity for the whole community to have input
into future management of the park and identify changes they would like to see. This might include
changes to existing recreation facilities or activities in particular parks or the emergence of new
recreation activities.
Leases and licences
Section 53 of the RA relates to powers (other than leasing) in respect of recreation reserves
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(1) The administering body of a recreation reserve may from time to time, in the exercise of its
functions under section 40 and to the extent necessary to give effect to the principles set out in
section 17,—
(a) enclose the reserve, or any part thereof, which it may at any time decide is necessary or
desirable—
(i) to lay down or renew in grass or to plant or improve; or
(ii) to farm or graze or afforest as a part of a development, improvement, or management
programme,—and may lay down or renew in grass, or plant or improve, or, as the case may
be, farm or graze or afforest, the reserve or that part.
(b) prohibit from time to time the public from entering or encroaching on any part of the reserve so
laid down, renewed in grass, planted, improved, grazed, farmed, or afforested:
Section 73 of the RA allows the QEP to be leased if it is necessary or desirable to farm or graze the
reserve, or if the reserve is not for the time being required for the purpose for which it was classified
or where it is in the public interest.
S73 Leasing of recreation reserves for farming, grazing, afforestation, or other purposes
(1) Where any recreation reserve or any part of such a reserve is not for the time being required for
the purpose for which it was classified ….. or where the administering body of any recreation
reserve has decided under section 53(1)(a)(ii) that it is necessary or desirable to farm or graze
the reserve or any part thereof, leases of the reserve or of any part thereof may be granted by
the administering body.
In the case of a lease granted under section 73(1) for the QEP (as a reserve vested in the Crown) it
must be issued in accordance with the provisions of Part 3B of the Conservation Act 1987 (section
73(3A) (b) (i)). Note that Schedule 1 to the RA only applies to leases of reserve vested in an
administering body (not the Crown, as is the case for QEP).
Similarly, section 72 of the RA provides for farming of a recreation reserve by another person:
S72 Farming by another person or body
(1) Where all or any part of any recreation reserve … is not for the time being required for the
purpose specified in its classification, or where the administering body of a recreation reserve has
decided under section 53(1)(a)(ii) that it is necessary or desirable to farm or graze any part of the
reserve as part of a development, improvement, or management programme, the administering
body may enter into an agreement or lease with the Minister providing for the carrying out by
another person or body of farming or grazing operations, including the development and
improvement of the land on behalf of the administering body, on such terms and conditions
(including the repayment of development costs) as may be agreed upon between the Minister and
the administering body:
Section 74 provides for licences (i.e., a right to occupy) to be granted to occupy reserves for the
purpose of grazing or other similar purposes:
S74 Licences to occupy reserves temporarily
(2) ‘Where, in the opinion of the Minister or, as the case may be, the administering body or the
Commissioner, it is necessary or desirable for the management of the reserve for the purpose for
which it is classified, licences to occupy any recreation, historic, scenic, scientific, government
purpose, or local purpose reserve, or any part of any such reserve, may be granted for the following
purposes:
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(a) grazing, gardening, or other similar purposes
(4) The duration of a licence under this section to occupy a reserve or any part thereof shall not
exceed 10 years.
Section 59A of the RA is also relevant and it allows a concession to be granted in respect of any
reserve vested in the Crown (including those administered by GWRC). A 'concession' is defined as a
lease, licence, permit or easement granted under section 59A of the RA. Any such concession must
be granted in accordance with Part 3B of the Conservation Act 1987.
Legal context commentary –
QEP is vested in the Crown and controlled and managed by GWRC under the policy guidance of the
Parks Network Plan. It must be used for the purpose for which it was classified under section 17 of
the RA, as a recreation reserve. This includes providing areas for recreation or sporting activities, for
the protection of the natural environment and emphasising the retention of open spaces.
Section 53 of the RA allows GWRC to enclose parts of the reserve for farming or grazing as a part of a
development, improvement, or management programme (at any time GWRC considers desirable or
necessary). In addition, grazing licences may be issued under section 74 and grazing leases may be
issued under sections 72 or 73. Schedule 1 referenced in section 73(3A) (a) of the RA does not apply
to leases at QEP because the reserve is vested in the Crown, not GWRC. If a lease was granted under
section 73, it would be pursuant to section 73(3A) (b) (i) of the RA and 'must be issued in accordance
with the provisions of Part 3B of the Conservation Act 1987'.
The current Beetham Pastural grazing licence has been issued under section 74 of the RA because
GWRC considered that it was necessary and desirable for the management of the QEP as a
recreation reserve.
Rationale for farming
The document titled ‘Primary Document: GWRC Response to Aerial Spraying’ on the GWRC website
outlines the rationale for farming in QEP as:
“The place of farming in QEP was reviewed in 2012. The review showed “strong stakeholder support
for the land management approach developed in the SLUP which retains farming at QEP as a way to
manage open space values, and to maintain an accessibly rural activity (accessibly and physically) in
an increasingly urban area” and “The new farm licence includes provision for educating people about
modern farming methods and best practice land management”.
The ‘Queen Elizabeth Park Farming Review’ report (Document 11 on the GW website) prepared by
Rob Greenaway & Associates, PA Handford & Associates, Lindis Consulting in 2012 identifies ‘As the
Park is near two urban areas, there is an important responsibility to manage local fire hazards.
Within QEP this requires weed control and the careful management of vegetation restoration
programmes. Current farming practices are considered to have been well managed by the
leaseholder and to support fire management requirements (2012:3). www.gw.govt.nz/QEP/ Further
references from the review of farming report are provided below.
The licence is short term; five years with a right of renewal for a further five years. The licence has a
defined ‘end point’ which complies with section 74(4) of the RA. The licence has conditions relating
to protection of the natural environment including:
Clause 2.4 “The Licensee will not do or permit to be done anything that will cause damage to or
destruction of any natural, scenic, historic, cultural, archaeological, biological, geological or other
scientific features, or indigenous flora and fauna in the Licensed Area.”
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Other conditions of the licence ensure that good farm management practices are undertaken which
protects the natural environment, including (but not limited to) an obligation not to overstock the
licenced area, maintain soil fertility levels, minimise erosion, only place grass, crops and other plants
if consistent with the guidelines established in the Sustainable Land Use Plan, and to prepare an
Annual Farming Operation Plan clauses 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, 4.11 and 5.1:
4.1 The Licensee shall stock the pasture on the Licensed Area in accordance with the rules of good
husbandry generally recognised in the area in which the Licensed area is situated. The Licensee shall
not:
a) at any time overstock the Licensed Area or depasture more stock that it will reasonably carry:
b) at any time depasture more stock than the maximum number of stock specified in the Schedule.
4.2 the Licensee shall be permitted to place parts of the Licensed Area approved by the Council in
grass, crops and other herbage and plants consistent with the guidelines established in the
Sustainable Land Use Plan, including any subsequent amendments, prepared for the Council.
4.7 The Licensee shall procure and apply sufficient fertiliser to achieve and maintain soil fertility levels
in accordance with the Annual Farming Operation Plan.
4.11 The Licensee shall not impoverish or waste the soil of the Licensed Area and shall take such steps
as are necessary to minimise the erosion of any sand dunes or stream banks.
5.1 The Licensee shall prepare and submit to the Council for review and approval prior to the
commencement of this License or commencement of each year (as the case may be) a plan (to be
known as “the Annual Farming Operation Plan”) giving sufficient details of the farming operation for
the year and a review of the performance agsinst the plan for the previous year.Without limiting the
generalityof this provision, the Annual Farming Operation Plan shall include the following
information:
a) the numbr of stock units to be grazed on the Licensed Area and what the stock would consist of
b) maintenance programme to comply with clause 9.5
c) actions to be taken to control weeds and agricultural pests, including actions to comply with the
Conditions for Undertaking Weed Control and Application of Agrichemicals attached to this Licence
as Appendix 1.
d) actions to be taken to achieve and maintain soil fertility levels including an annual nutrient budget
perpared using the “MAF Overseer Nutrient Budget” software ir equivilent approved software
e) and such other details as the Council may reasonabley require relatinfg to the faming operation
such as the results of soil testing.
5.3 the Licensee shall cooperate with the Council to implement environmental restoration initiatives
in accordance with the Sustainable Land Use Plan which may include stream retirement, weed
management and control, and other planting programmes.
GWRC considers that a section 74 licence is the most appropriate authorisation for park uses which
are short term. This section specifically authorises licences to occupy any recreation reserve for
grazing for a period up to 10 years. The licence does not provide exclusive possession (as a lease
would), but provides the licence holder with the right to enter upon and use the land. However
some areas may be enclosed as per section 53 RA above.
Leases are more appropriate for uses which are long term and more permanent in nature and
require an aspect of exclusive possession, such as for the Paekakariki Surf Lifesaving club rooms. The
grazing in QEP is not in that category.
Administering short term (up to ten year) licences enables greater flexibility in response to broader
community and environment changes such as recreation activities and climate change effects.
Regular management plan updates ensures currency of management policies and actions in
response to changing needs.
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Revenue from both leases and licences contributes to the maintenance, protection and
enhancement of other areas of the park actively used for recreation.

QEP emphasis on recreation
QEP is a vast park with extensive areas available for both passive and active recreation activities. The
McKay’s crossing entry area, beach and coastal picnic areas are the primary focal points for most
visitor activity. GWRC management of QEP is primarily focused on providing for a wide range of
recreation opportunities which currently includes:











Walking
Cycling for recreation and commuting through the park on the cycleway
Equestrian activities including concessionaire pony rides, club events and casual riding
Picnicking and informal games
Beach activities
Flying model aeroplanes /UAVs
Heritage tramway activities
Bird watching
Photography
Volunteering in conservation activities including the nursery, nature and built heritage
protection and restoration activities

The map in Appendix 2 illustrates formal trail access routes through the coastal and farmed areas of
the park.
The place of farming
The landscape vistas of farmed areas of QEP have formed part of the park character for many years,
and for many park visitors, seeing farm animals and farming activities is a positive feature of the park
reported via ongoing visitor monitoring. Whilst farming activities are a secondary activity in
recreation reserves, the RA endorses this activity as an option for management purposes.
Farming or food production activities are consistent with past use of the area. European settlers
commenced farming activities in the area of the park in mid-1850s, and before that Maori lived in
this area with major settlements at Wainui and Whareroa (PNP 2011:85) which likely included food
gardening.
To date demand from the community for recreation use of all of QEPs 638 hectares has not been
evident. Authorising short term licences for grazing enables GWRC to manage areas not required for
recreation and make changes on a reasonable timescale if required. For example, significant
population growth in surrounding townships may create this demand, or the need for particular
facilities could emerge.
Farming and horticultural activities within parks close to urban areas can be beneficial in providing
opportunities for education, volunteering and awareness of land management practices.
A study commissioned in 2012 (Rob Greenaway & Associates) identified and investigated a range of
issues relating to farming and concluded that the community sees value in some areas of QEP being
farmed with these activities making a positive contribution to park character (further details below).
The coming review of the PNP will provide the opportunity for the community to have their say
about future recreation and land management activities in QEP and to help to define a new vision
for the park in response to changing community and environmental needs.
Public access
Public access is periodically restricted at different times within most parks and reserves managed by
GWRC for a variety of different management purposes. Within QEP recreation activities taking place
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within the farm license area include equestrian events and trail riding, flying model aeroplanes
(Kapiti Aeromodellers Club), walking and running/ orienteering, parking for major events and school
education activities.
The grazing license contains various conditions relating to ensure public access and recreation
activities within farmed areas. Grazed areas specifically available for recreation activities include:
- The Yankee trail fenced lane track traversing the grazed area is accessible for park visitors all year
- A multi-use link trail from the Yankee trail traversing the dune swamp area
- The Kapiti Aeromodellers Club license area is publicly accessible all year
- A route for horse trail riding over an old laneway in the farmed area from Rainbow Court to the
Whareroa Stream. This trail route addresses a loss of access for horse riders to the dune area
north of Whareroa Rd and is still being finalized in liaison with horse riders.
Conditions in the stock grazing licence relating to public access and use of the reserve include:
2.5 The Licensee shall permit such recreational and educational use of the Licensed Area by members
of the public as may be permitted or contemplated by the Reserves Act 1977 or by the GWRC Parks
Network Plan. Subject to the primary use of the Licensed Area for a commercial and economic
farming operation and subject to clause 4.5 of this License, the Licensee will implement a policy of
enabling organised visitor use of the Licensed Area for recreation and education purposes. the
Licensee shall be entitled to restrict access to any area of the Licensed Area for:
a) reason of public safety
b) in accordance with reasonable farm practices
c) reasons relating to animal welfare
d) maintenance of a reasonable economic capability of the Licensee’s farming operations
e) in accordance with the Reserves Act 1977.
6.1 the Licensee will cooperate with the Council in the use of the Licensed Area as an educational
resource by various groups. Subject always to the Licensee’s farming operations, the Licensee shall at
suitable times permit organised visits by arrangement with the Council for the observation of agreed
aspects of the farming operation. The Council shall be responsible for ensuring compliance by all
persons with the Licensees health and safety requirements.
6.2 the use of the Licensed Area for farm education services requires the Licensee to attain a good
standard of presentation of the stock and the pasture and to farm the Licensed Area using the best
practice farming practices and animal husbandry.
7.1 The Licensee acknowledges that the Licensed Area is part of the Parks which is used for a wide
range of recreational activities. Recreational developments on the park include vehicle entry and
parking, toilets and basic visitor information facilities, picnic areas, marked walking tracks and riding
tracks, and a cross-country equestrian course.
7.2 the Licensee acknowleges and agrees that this License does not grant to the Licensee exclusive
occupation of the Licensed Area and that, subject to the terms of this Licence, the farming operation
would be subject to use by the Third Party Users.
7.5 It is the Council’s intention to promote and develop horse riding trails through parts of the
Licensed Area, but riding is to be restricted to designated trails. The Council will consult with the
Licensee when designating new riding trails and shall endeavour to minimise any disturbance or
nuisance to the farming operations of the License PROVIDED ALWAYS that the Council shall have the
sole right (acting reasonably) to decide whether the proposed designation proceeds or not.
7.6 The Council recognises that the Licensee undertakes a commerical farming operation on the
Licensed Area and shall take this into account when considering whether public access would be
permitted, restricted or regulated.
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13.1 In the event that parts or all of the Licensed Area are required by the Council for the purpose of
development of conservation or recreation areas, or required by any public body for any other public
work, the Council may terminate this License in respect of part or parts of the Licensed Area required
by giving the Licensee no less than 3 months prior written notice. In the event that such termination
reduces the area of land available to the Licensee for grazing purposes, then the Annual License Fee
shall be reduced in proportion to the area of grazing reduced but no other compensation shall be
payable. The Council shall not serve notice without first undertaking a reasonable period of
consultation with the Licensee.
Other areas of QEP are licensed to the Kapiti Pony Club and Stables on the Park for horse grazing and
club activities. Allowing horse riders to graze their horses on the park reduces the need for horse
transport to the park, helps to ensure that the equestrian clubs members have a high level of
commitment to the sustainable management of the land they are using, offers benefits in weed
control and improved natural parasite control between species, and provides educational
opportunities for visitors.
Refer to Appendix 3. For a map of the main grazing license area and areas shared with equestrian
activities including grazing. In total approximately 380 hectares of QEPs 654 hectares are grazed via
stock and horse grazing licenses (355 ha and 25 ha respectively).
Farming activities at QEP are not unique as a management activity. Grazing licences are also in place
as a management measure in other GWRC managed recreation reserves including Belmont Regional
Park and parts of East Harbour Regional Park. The Department of Conservation also manages large
areas of neighbouring Whareroa Park via a grazing licence.

Strategic planning for Queen Elizabeth Park
GWRC Parks Network Plan 2011 (updated 2016)
GWRC’s long-term approach is to maintain a network of regional parks that provides a range of
recreational opportunities for residents and visitors, catering for different ages, abilities and
experiences.
Regional parks and forests are managed to protect high value ecosystems, important heritage and
cultural features, the visual quality of significant landscapes, as well as to enhance degraded areas
and facilitate recreation experiences. The regional parks are part of broader catchments and have an
impact on them. To achieve this GWRC works in partnership with mana whenua and the community
so that the management of parks reflects the needs of park users.
An integrated PNP is maintained by GWRC to provide a framework to manage regional parks, forests
and recreation areas. The PNP provides a consolidated management regime for the network as a
whole, as well as specific management provisions for each park. This is used in conjunction with the
Parks Bylaws and is implemented via an annual operational works programme.
The PNP forms the management plan required by the Reserves Act 1977 for those areas of land held
as reserves. The Plan also includes land held primarily as water catchment areas and forests to
ensure that all land that contributes to the regional parks network is managed consistently and in
accordance with best practice.
Proposals for leases, licenses, easements and other developments within the regional parks network
are assessed against the policy principles of the plan to ensure they comply with the provisions and
core objectives and add to the overall outcomes being sought. Leases and licences are assessed in
accordance with the requirements of the Reserves Act 1977 and other relevant legislation.
Queen Elizabeth Park
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The QEP section of the PNP identifies the long history of food production in the area (evidenced by
middens) from Maori settlement and extending to domestic stock grazing activities with the arrival
of European settlers in the 1850s, and continuing until today. The plan identifies the land
characteristics to include ‘an intact coastal dune system and bush remnant’ and ‘farmed rural
environment with open space values’.
The plan identifies the management focus as providing for recreation opportunities, preserving
coastal ecosystems and bush remnant, implementing a sustainable farm management plan and
‘continuing farming operations to manage open space where appropriate’ (2011:86). It identifies a
range of specific policies relating to visitor services, partnerships in parks, biodiversity and
ecosystems, cultural heritage, land management and landscape and geological features.
Commentary –
Compliance with the Reserves Act: the PNP (the management plan for the reserve) clearly
demonstrates compliance with section 41 of the Reserves Act in following the principles for
classification of the reserve for recreation purposes.
The plan identifies 12 improvement actions to be implemented over the life of the plan (6.7.6
Projected Changes). Nine of the 12 changes are recreation facility and activity focused. Two relate
specifically to the environment and one to farming, and this action also has an environmental focus:


‘Develop and implement the recommendations of the sustainable farm management plan,
including investigating potential for wetland reversion to the north of MacKay’s Crossing visitors’
area’ (2011:90).

The majority of the actions identified in the plan have been or are in the process of being planned
and implemented. This includes:








development of Te Ara o Whareroa (the shared cycleway/ walkway),
further walking and cycling trails
enhancement of focal points for visitor activity and secondary park entrances
development of a neighbourhood park at Tilly Road
planning for works to improve non-motorised access to Whareroa Farm
ecological restoration works including the Forest Remnant extension
Whareroa Stream riparian revegetation and Poplar Avenue wetlands.

Review of the PNP
The planned overall review of the PNP (for eight parks including QEP) will encompass a range of
opportunities for public input to development of a revised plan. This is likely to include:
- Primary and secondary research to identify overall community and park user concerns and
current needs (spring/summer 2017-18)
- Preparation of a discussion document outlining key issues and possible changes/ proposals for
consideration and feedback
- Broad community consultation on the current PNP and the discussion document (autumn 2018)
- Revised draft PNP development
- Community consultation on draft revised plan (spring /summer 2018/19)
- Preparation of final PNP for approval then implementation over a ten year period (2019).
Ongoing periodic reviews of the plan will then be undertaken as required to maintain its currency.
The planning process will commence in 2017 and likely conclude in late 2018 or early 2019.
The PNP is available on the GWRC website: http://www.gw.govt.nz/greater-wellington-parksnetwork-plan/
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Operational planning in Queen Elizabeth Park
Queen Elizabeth Park Farming Review GWRC, June 2012
In 2011 a review of farming activities at QEP was undertaken by external consultants to inform
management decision making about the future of grazing. The study encompassed consultation
with local iwi, all park stakeholders, the Kapiti Coast District Council, Department of Conservation
and local residents associations and community groups. The issues for resolution included the need
to better understand how farming contributes to long term park management objectives such as
maintenance of open space values, community expectations for access and habitat restoration
activities, investigation of the cost/ benefits of farming and discussion of the role of grazing in fire
prevention through fuel reduction and weed management.
The investigation considered but dismissed discontinuation of farming:
‘Discontinuing farming altogether introduces the need to manage a much increased fire risk, weeds
and the resulting loss of open space, and was not supported by the community. It imposes high
additional costs and ignores the production and educational opportunities presented by farming
areas of the park. Implications of non-farming management and the associated costs are discussed in
more detail in Section 1.5’.
Further the report identifies that:
‘Stakeholder support was clearly evident for farming as an appropriate activity on QEP, particularly
where it integrates with the management of open space values and complements the enjoyment of
the Park’s natural and cultural heritage values and recreational uses.
Increased public access through the farmed areas was sought, with the development of an enhanced
Park entrance at its northern end and enhanced recreation opportunities in the south (the latter not
related to farming). The need to potentially limit or control public access from time-to-time to
support farming activities was accepted. Broadening agricultural activities on QEP – such as cropping
– was also supported, providing change was controlled to some degree, by ensuring for example that
the entire farmed area was not planted in cabbages.
The management of Whareroa Farm and QEP as a single farming unit was also supported. The QEP
farm leaseholder noted that this would require a single contact for implementing a joint farming
lease.’ (2012:5).
Commentary –
Report input into Council decisions: GWRC councillors were presented with an update about the
farming review, which was developed concurrently with the QEP Sustainable Land Use Plan (SLUP)
with interaction between the two studies. An evidenced based approach was adopted to review of
directions for farming in QEP and inform GWRC councillor and management decisions.
Operational and management changes: a number of operational management changes were made
for QEP in response to the recommendations of this report related to farming including:
- A single licence holder for both QEP and Whareroa Farm and a wider range of agricultural
activities and revised Licence conditions and broadening of possible agricultural activities
- Improved recreational access through the northern QEP and access ways through farming areas
- Flexibility within the Licensed area for access for recreation activities
- Prioritised spending on the management of pest plant species
- Reviewing the management of farm infrastructure assets to reflect better outcomes.
Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan (SLUP), 2012
The SLUP draws on the policy directions of the Parks Network Plan and identifies objectives for:
- Sustainable management of the parks resources
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-

Achieving a holistic approach to land management as part of total catchment management
Providing clear and practical guidance to inform park operational planning.

It assesses the land and other resources of the park, defines eleven land management zones for
activities, and provides directions, priorities and actions for sustainable management implemented
through the parks operational plan.
The definition of land management zones is based on ‘the underlying patterns of resources across
the park and their suitability for different uses’, with best use/development directions provided for
each land management zone. The plan identifies overall land use capability and that 34% of the park
is comprised of ‘productive dune ridges’ and 60% of the park is comprised of grazed area (by
equestrian clubs or primary production stock).
Farming issues are explored including the high level of public scrutiny for farming operations, which
results in some traditional farm practices not being used, such as extensive spraying and types of
stock held. The report identifies the opportunity for improving signage and information for the
public about food production, how farming contributes to sustainable farm management and the
connection it provides between urban and rural communities.
The SLUP identifies that the Review of Farming (Rob Greenaway & Associates 2012) provides
additional examination of the financial implications of the SLUP and support for the directions of it.
It also identifies that quality of recreation experiences can benefit from an integrated approach to
sustainable land use. This includes improved amenity from restoration planting, maintenance of
different landscape types and improved biodiversity adding interest to the recreation experience of
the park as well as opportunities for interpretation.
Commentary –
The SLUP has drawn on the directions of the PNP and investigated land use, biodiversity, biosecurity,
recreation, cultural and historic heritage values and carbon management in detail.
Land management follows sustainable practice: the development of the SLUP and integration of its
directions into GWRC operational park management plans and programmes, and the conditions in
the various park grazing and recreation facility leases and licences, ensures that management of QEP
overall is undertaken in a sustainable manner. With further science and technological advances
further improvements to management practice can be expected.
Queen Elizabeth Park Heritage Framework 2012
The Queen Elizabeth Park Heritage Framework identifies five heritage themes for the park, collates
and summaries existing heritage reports and provides a framework for further development,
complementing the directions of the Parks Network Plan.
Farming is identified as one of the five park heritage themes, its key elements being:
 ‘Farm features and assets’ such as buildings and structures, types of farming methods used over
time.
 ‘Land manipulation’ & history of environmental change such as drainage and restoration of
wetlands
 ‘Settlement’ and the people elements of farming – where they lived, worked and socialised.
Commentary –
Farming is part of the park’s heritage: the heritage framework identifies a range of further
opportunities and actions to better reveal farming related stories of the park and better interpret
current farming practice. However the focus of QEP is a recreation reserve with some grazing
activities as an operational management measure. Whilst grazing may utilise some highly visible
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areas of land (from SH1), it is neither the purpose or focus of the park. Full ‘farm park’ interpretation
activities take place at other parks such as nearby Battle Hill Farm Forest Park.

Queen Elizabeth Park Resource Statement 2007
The Resource Statement is a reference document which provides detailed information about the
park which is not contained in the Parks Network Plan. It documents aspects of cultural history and
creation of the park, the physical environment and landscape character, biodiversity and
environmental management and land uses. It identifies that a future objective for the park is to
reduce the extent of farming within the peatland and inland dune areas. This has occurred with the
retirement of a number of swamp areas from grazing.
The Resource Statement also identifies that when the park was first envisaged in the 1940’s a range
of other recreation facilities were proposed such as two golf courses, a swimming pool and
accommodation and the retention of areas for grazing. Some of these objectives remained through
the stages of conception of the park in the 1950’s, ‘Of the 1,627 acres in the park, 700 acres was to
be set aside for recreation, 125 acres for picnics and camping, 100 acres of roading, 412 acres as
foreshore reserve and 290 acres remaining as farmland to continue the dairy operations’ (2007:17).
Commentary –
Stock grazing minimises fire risk: the Resource Statement identifies the ongoing issue of fire
management in the park which remains today. The proximity of residential areas to the park means
that reduction of fire threat is an important management activity for GWRC. The practice of stock
grazing is used as a management measure to help reduce the risk of wildfire in the park (through
fuel reduction).
The Resource Statement is available on the GWRC website: www.gw.govt.nz/History-4/
GWRC visitor monitoring research relevant to QEP
Longitudinal research relating to awareness of parks and visitor use and satisfaction with visits
provides some indication of demand for recreation opportunities and facilities in the park.
Telephone surveys (sample size 500) and follow up site based interviews have been undertaken
across the GWRC managed park network, including QEP, since 2004.
The most recent research (2017) reveals:




QEP is amongst the most popular parks visited (in the top 3) and very well known
Almost all (95%) of visitors are satisfied with their visit to QEP with a high proportion (75%) being
“very satisfied”
The most popular recreation activities across the parks network are walking/ bush walking
followed by mountain biking/ cycling, followed by picnics & BBQs.

When asked if they wanted to draw anything to GWRC’s attention regarding park management, 49%
replied, with the most frequent comments relating to:
-

The need for more information about the parks, their location, what you can do and what’s
available in them

That we are lucky to have well-maintained parks and a wide range of parks/ activities. GWRC is doing
a good job of maintaining them
Park specific research in 2014 showed that QEP visitors liked:





The diversity of landscapes/ mixed environment / wide open spaces
The variety of private areas, well-maintained settings, shelter provided by trees / bushy areas
The variety of recreation opportunities / what you can do
Dog friendly beach and many places to walk dogs (many respondents)
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Access to the beach, picnic areas near the beach and coastal scenery (many respondents)
The ‘freedom to walk’ and variety of trails (many respondents)
Opportunities for cycling and well-maintained tracks
Horses and farm animals to view
Trams and history of park
The most popular areas of the park are the northern coastal area and inland, tramway and
beach
Most visitors spent 1-4 hours in the park (44% in 2014)

When asked to provide feedback for park managers (an open ended survey question), park visitors
suggested improvements relating to:
-

-

‘Facilities’ and of these suggestions, most related to rubbish and other visitors not collecting
their dogs poo (behavioural issue)
Keep the park as it is / good job
Improve signage
No comments were made about farming or grazing other than a suggestion for improved
signage about keeping out of the farm land, and another for more variety of track types within
the farm land.
The only comments made about how the park should be used related to further development of
heritage precincts and a desire for ‘no football pitches’.
Very few respondents suggested that any improvements were required about ‘caring for the
environment’.

Commentary –
Recent visitor monitoring research (2014 and 2017) indicates no demand for additional recreation
opportunities not already provided, and no general public concerns with farming activities in the
park. Further research is planned as part on the ongoing research programme and to inform the
revision of the PNP.
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Appendix 1. NZ gazette notices identifying creation of QEP and GWRC control and
management
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Appendix 2. Public access tracks and trails through QEP
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Appendix 3. Grazing/ equestrian license areas of QEP
Intensive use areas are also used for event parking purposes. The licence area for the Kapiti
Aeromodellers Club shows the area for flying in addition to the mown runway.
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